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The worldwide successful original

GREEN PEEL® herbal peeling

treatment helps thousands of

people to get a beautiful, healthy

skin – in a completely natural way.

Developed by a dermatologist,

provide visible and sustainable

results. 3 dermatologically-

developed treatment methods for

successful problem solving.

CLASSIC • ENERGY • FRESH UP

ABOUT THE CREATOR

More than 60 years ago, Christine

Schrammek provided the

foundation for the original GREEN

PEEL® Herbal Peeling Treatment

which helps people with various

skin problems to get a clean and

even skin. The basis is a mixture of

eight selected herbs containing

enzymes, minerals and vitamins,

which are massaged into the skin.

The Herbal Peeling Treatment was

further medically developed and

extended by her daughter, the

dermatologist Dr. med. Christine

Schrammek-Drusio, and is applied

by aestheticians and doctors

worldwide today. Varying amounts

of the herbal plant mixtures allows

the GREEN PEEL® Herbal Peeling

Treatment to be adapted to

individual skin conditions and the

personal treatment goa is a

regularly distributed publication

that is generally about one main

topic of interest to its subscribers.

WHAT IS IT?
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IS THE TREATMENT PAINFUL?

IS THE TREATMENT
AGGRESSIVE?

Is a GREEN PEEL® treatment

aggressive?

No. You can tell this by the fact that

your skin therapist does not wear

gloves during treatment. Our Herbal

Peeling is purely natural and

includes neither chemical

substances nor abrasive particles.

LOOKING  FOR  THE  

GLOW?

There exist 3 methods of the GREEN PEEL® Herbal Peeling: Fresh up,
Energy and Classic. During all three methods our GREEN PEEL® Herbs are
massaged into the skin. Depending on massage pressure and consistency

of the skin, this can involve sparkling and prickling, but no pain. At the
utmost the herbal massage can be slightly uncomfortable. The main

difference between the stronger method, our GREEN PEEL® Classic and
the 2 softer methods are pressure and duration of massage. This can't be

considered a wellness treatment, but it is well bearable.
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IS THE TREATMENT AGGRESSIVE?

No. After a GREEN PEEL® treatment the skin is young
and fresh. Of course this skin needs special attention.

With every GREEN PEEL® your skin becomes
stronger, firmer and resistant. Metabolism is activated,

microcirculation as well as the interlocking of skin layers
is improved. This in turn results in the skin receiving

more oxygen and nutrients. The connective tissue fibers
(collagenous and elastic fibers) are activated and

metabolic wastes wicked away.
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LOOKING  FOR  THE  

GLOW?

IS THE TREATMENT AGGRESSIVE?
No. The strength of the skin peeling is dependent on

individual condition. However, this has no influence on
the effect of GREEN PEEL® Herbal Peeling. The herbs
always initiate a renewal- and regeneration process in

the skin.

May I not leave the house after a

GREEN PEEL Classic?

No, every skin is individual. Before the treatment,
it is hardly possible to predict how intense the
peeling will be. With most customers the skin

starts to peel on the 3rd day after treatment. On
day 5, after the mandatory Beauty Finish
treatment, the peeling process is mostly

completed. If you prefer not to be seen in public
during the peeling process, you should schedule
the GREEN PEEL® Herbal Peeling treatment for
a Wednesday, so the peeling process will take

place over the weekend. The post-treatment will
follow on Monday then and downtime (if any) is

minimized.


